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The multinatonal corporations have been in existence since the
fifteen century and has been regarded as the most visible vehicle for
the internationalization of the world economic system. As different
nations economics have become linked and functionally integrated,
multinational corporations appear to be the institutions more capable
of adapting to these new styles of operations.1 The multinationals
have been accused of practicing economic imperialism, encouraging
intercountry competition and promulgation of insensitive business
practices because of their large expansion all over the globe. The
definition of the multinational corporations varies: some are broad
while other are much narrower. "The multinational are those enter¬
prises—manufacturing, extractive, service and financial that are
headquartered in one country and that are pursuing business activities
in" one or more foreign countries.2
There are many types of muntinational corporations. The first
type is known as the parent dominant type. Roberts and Blake contend
that this type of corporation is arranged in such a way as to insure
that their activities are subjected in putting forth an extention of
strength or power in its major market in the parent company. Their
organization and operations are subjected to the standards, actions
iDavid Black and Robert Walters, "The Politics of Global Economic




and objectives of the domestic business of the headquarters. The
management of this first type is directed to the demands of the parent
company and country.
The second type of the multinational enterprises is linked to
what we called international holding company in which the various
subsidiaries operate with a degree of power. A holding company is a
company that controls one or more companies normally by holding a
majority of the shares of its subsidiaries. Often, it performs
financial, managerial or marketing functions for a number of companies.
It is possible for a holding company to control a large number of
companies with a combined capital very much greater than its own since
it needs to hold only half or less of the shares of its subsidiaries.
In this type of organization, the parent company has little to do with
regards to setting the goals of the company. Managers consist of
people or citizens of the host country and this managers determine
their own standard and objectives with little or no interference from
or reference to the headquarters. In this type of organization,
conflicts are limited since the international nature of the multi¬
national corporations is in the area of ownership and not control.
The third type of the multinational corporations focused on regional
objectives and the advancement of both host and parent companies.
No particular country, whether be it the host or parent country,
dominates. The corporate goals, practices and corporate standards
of performance dominates. Conflicts may only occur within the framework
of integrated, centrally directed efforts aimed at maximizing broad
scale corporate objective or performance. The possibility for clashes
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between host and parent company is great in this type of organization
because of the international nature of the firm.
There is another type of multinational corporation which Richard
Robinson called the transnational association which a number of
Japanese firms have adopted. Under the structure, the headquarters
has little or no equity investment in the "subsidiares" located in
various countries. Instead, the "subsidiaries" are locally owned
and managed, but they receive managerial and technological assistance
from the headquarters. The central headquarters still plays a dominant
role in the integration of production and marketing but its role as
owner and as "subsidiary" manager is for the most part eliminated.3
Some multinational corporations are gigantic in size while others
are rather small. A United States Department of Commerce Census in
1966 identified 3,400 American firms engaged in foreign investment and
determined that these firms had a total of 23,000 foreign affiliates
all over the world,^ By looking at table one, one can see that the
annual sales volume of most multinational corporations is higher than
the GNPs (gross national products) of the developing nations in which
their operations are based.
^Richard Robinson, "Beyond the multinational corporation" in
International Business—Government Affairs, ed. John Fayerweather
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1973)
pp. 17-26.
^U.S. Department of Commerce, Special Survey of U.S. Multinational
Corporations, 1970 (Springfield, Virginia: National Technical
Information Service 1972) p. 3.
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The biggest multinational corporations have close to two hundred
subsidiaries in twenty or more states all over the world with the U.S.
being the home base of eight of the ten largest. The United States
exercise control over about one third of all foreign affiliates.
Altogether the United States, Britain, France and Germany control
about seventy-five percent of all foreign MNC affiliates. It was
estimated in 1976 that the book value of all foreign investments
totaled $175 billion in which over eighty percent of that total is
owned and controlled by MNCs in the four countries mentioned above.
It was also estimated that about thirty-three percent of the total
foreign investment is located in developing nations. Because of their
small size, LDCs are more likely to be effected by the multinationals
since their attention is mainly focused on extractive industries,
expecially mining and raw materials.5
5m. Todaro, "Economic Development in the Third World Nations"
(London: Longman Group Limited, 1977) p. 326.
TABLE I
RANKING OF COUNTRIES AND MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS




























2 I U.S.S.R. 1 343.1 1 29 I Rumania 1 15.2
3 I Japan 1 223.0 1 30 1 Yugoslavia 1 15.1
4 j France 1 196.3 1 31 1 Iran 1 13.4
5 I U.K 1 35.8 1 32 1 Shell 1 12.7
6 I China 1 128.1 1 33 I Hungary 1 12.4
7 I Italy 1 100.6 1 34 1 Turkey 1 12.3
8 I Canada 1 98.4 1 35 1 Norway 1 12.2
9 I India 1 60.5 1 36 I Finland 1 11.3
10 I Poland 1 44.1 I 37 I Greece 1 9.5
11 I Brazil 1 43.9 1 38 1 Venezuela 1 9.4
12 I Spain
j Mexico
1 37.4 1 39 I Indonesia 1 9.1
13 1 36.4 1 40 1 General Electric 1 8.3
14 I General Motor 1 36.4 1 41 1 Phillipines 1 8.3
15 I Australia 1 36.3 1 42 1 South Korea 1 8.2
16 I Netherlands 1 34.6 1 43 1 IBM 1 8.2
17 I East Germany 1 34.5 1 44 1 Columbia 1 8.2
18 I Sweden 1 34.4 1 45 1 Mobil Oil 1 8.2
19 I Czechoslavakia 1 30.7 1 46 I Pakistan 1 8.2
20 I Argentina 1 29.0 1 47 1 Chrysler 1 8.0
21 I Belgium 1 28.7 1 48 I Nigeria 1 7.9
22 j General Motors 1 28.3 1 49 1 Thailand 1 7.8
23 j Switerland ! 22.9 1 50 1 Chile 1 7.8
24 I Standard Oil i 18.7 1 51 1 Texaco 1 7.5
25 I South America 1 18.4 1 52 1 U.A.R. 1 7.5









Source: Gross National Product Figures from the World Bank Atlas
(Washington World Bank, 1973) Corporate sales figures from
the U.N., Department of Economics and Social Affairs (New
York: U.N., 1973) Table 3 Multinational in Development.
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HOST STATES BENEFITS OF MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS
Although host states hold substantial fears of MNCs, most countries
of the world not only accept these foreign enterprises but also actively
seek to attract them through a wide variety of incentives. One of the
most important contributions of the MNCs is the mobilization and
productive use of investment and capital. This actual transfer of
funds from the parent country to host states accelerates industrial¬
ization that cannot take place without large infusions of capital.
A number of states have taken advantage of the flexibility of
MNCs to entice them into establishing facilities in depressed areas
of a country. For example, Behrman reports that from 1959 to 1966
Bel gain incentives to locate companies in depressed regions attracted
three foreign-owned firms for every Belgian firm.®
Furthermore, most countries are attracted by the employment
foreign investors generate. In the United Kingdom, for instance,
American subsidiaries directly employ 730,000 persons.^ Herbert May
estimates that the total employment of American subsidiaries in Latin
America in 1966 was 1,230,000, compared with 830,000 persons in 1957.®
’
. 'i
®Jack Behrman, "National Interest and MNCs" (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, Princeton Hall, Inc., 1970) p. 20.
^Economists Advisory Group, United States Industry in Britain,
London Financial Times, p. 5.
^Herbert May, "The Contribution of U.S. Private Investment to




States also actively court foreign investment because of the
benefits received from the transfer of technology and managerial skills.
The flow of technology directly affects customers and users, and this,
in conduction with managerial innovations, stimulates domestic enter¬
prises to improve and modernize their products and procedures in order
to remain competitive. Thus a side benefit of foreign investment
may frequently be a general upgrading of the industrial efforts of the
host country. Host states also appreciate the fact that multinational
corporations generate significant amounts of taxable income, which
the states can use for its own objectives. It has been estimated
that in 1966, the affiliates of American multinational corporations
in Latin America paid $1,613 billion in taxes to the Latin American
host government. This represents 14.7 percent of the total fiscal
revenues obtained by this government.^ It has been estimated that
all the American foreign subsidiaries paid $8,420 billion in income
taxes to host government in 1970.10
^Herbert May, "The Contribution of U.S. Private Invesmtment to
Latin American's Growth (New York: The Council for Latin American,
1976) p. 5.
lOsenate Committee on Finance, Implications of multinational
Firms, p. 444.
IMPERIALISM IN AFRICA
Basically, the multinatinal corporations have existed for a very
long period of time. For example, in the fifteenth century the
Fuggeus with its headquarters in Augburg, created and managed financial
houses, trading post and mining operations in many parts of Europe.
The general and seemingly inexorable expansions of the MNCs have caused
some analysts and commentators to express concerns that these firms
are challenging and circumventing the authority of states. Articles
such as the "Coming Clash" by Hugh Stephens!on and books such as
"Invisible Empire" by Terner Loins and Vernon Raymond's "Sovereignty
at Bay," suggest that these firms are locked in a struggle with states
for economic and political power or hegemony in the world.
"Claude Ake states that as the capitalist mode of production tends
to hamper the accumulation of capital, western capitalists tried to
counteract its effects on accumulation, first by making internal
adjustments but eventually by transporting capitalism to new land.
This transplantation of capitalism from western Europe to the third
world nations was accomplished through colonization. The imperialist
incursion into Africa by western capitalism had the most profound
influence on its economic and political hi story.
Because imperialism is remarkably important, it is therefore
necessary to begin with the definition of imperialism. According to




him, "Imperialism is the economic control and exploitation of foreign
lands arising from the necessity for counteracting the impediments to
the accumulaton of capital engendered by the domestic capitalist
economy."12
Since my thesis is partly based on imperialism and its various
effects on developing nations, including Nigeria, it is important to
look at more definitions of imperialism to broaden the concept.
Michael B. Brown, in his book Economics of Imperialism, defined
imperialism as the outward drive of certain people to build empires--
both formal colonies and privileged positions in the market place.12
This definition is excellent because it builds on some familiar and
common sense notions of imperialism. Some other classical writers
like Hobson, Lenin and Schumpeter agree with Brown's definition of
imperialism because it is mainly related to capitalism or capital
accumulation.
In Unequal Exchange, by A. Emmanuel, attention is drawn to the
imperialism of trade, the exploitation of one nation by another based
notably on colonial surbordination and the gross inequality in trade
relations inherited therefore. In a further study entitled Imperial ism
and Problems for the third World Nations by John Bell any, capitalism
has been analyzed as an inappropriate basis for organizing the economy
l^ciaude Ake, "A Political Economy of Africa" (Longmans Publication,
1981) p. 20.
l^Michael B. Brown, "The Economics of Imperialism" (Harmondsword,
1974) p. 22.
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of either national or international level. He mainly focuses on the
disadvantages and evils of such firms and views the abolition of
capitalism as the only way to control the multinational corporations.
He indicates that, "basically the problems of the third world are
caused and perpetuated by the domination of their economies by foreign
monopoly capitalism, by imperialism fundamental changes in this
relationship are needed to conquer economic and social backwardness
at its source."!^
The main objectives of this thesis is to analyze the extent to
which the multinational corporations dominate the economies of most
third world nations and the impacts of this dominance on development
by taking Nigerian as a case study. The discussion is essentially
focused on an attempt to document the character and role of the
multinational corporations in Nigeria. In effect, it investigates
the basic marxist thesis that the serious problems of the third world
nations like Nigeria can be traced directly to the dominance and
dependency of their economies by MNCs.
From articles written by S.A. Aluko and M. Ijeri, "The Economics
of Mineral Oil," Terisa Turner Notes on Nigerian oil industries, the
Central Bank of Nigeria economic and financial review and another
article by Oni and Onimode The Economic Development of Nigeria,
"The Socialist Alternative" one sees that imperialism has been brought
l^John Bellamy, "Imperialism and Some Problems of the Third
World Nations" (Marxism Today, Vol. 19, No. 6) June 1975, p. 168.
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about by the domination of the Nigerian economy by multinational
corporations.
The article written by Aluko and Ijeri focuses on the domination
of the oil industries by MNCs. It was found that petroleum sector
is mainly foreign dominated. The major oil companies are Shell BP,
Gulf, Mobil, Aqip, Texaco and Ashland, all foreign owned. Terisa
Turner's article also sheds light on the activities of the MNCs in
the oil industries in Nigeria with her analysis of all the major
profit made by the foreign oil companies. None of the petroleum firm
are owned by Nigerian which has a major impact on the country's
development. The artricles concluded by showing how most of the major
profits made from the oil sectors were repatriated away from the country.
The article written by Oni and Onimode, "The Economic Development
of Nigeria," focuses on the Nigerian manufacturing sectors. Upon
investigation, it was found that nearly all the major manufacturing
sectors are also foreign dominated. Specifically, foreign firms
control about eighty percent of all manufacturing sectors in Nigeria.
The Nigerian economic and financial review focused on the banking
and insurance firms in Nigeria. It was found that banking and insurance
has been the exclusive monopoly of imperialist finance until recently.
The foreign banks dominated the market for credit to commerce and
industry and thus determine the pace of development of these sectors.
The major foreign insurance companies hold about fifty-one percent or
more of the equity in Nigeria. The manufacturing firms, mining and
petroleum seems almost a wholly foreign dominated in Nigeria. The
annual sales volume of the leading MNCs in Nigeria is another indicator
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of their enormous influence upon the economy. The dominance of all
the major key sectors has caused Nigeria to be technological dependent
upon foreign corporations.
Constantine viatses found that a mere ten percent of all patents
holders (all of which are MNCs) own sixty percent of all patent in
these industries.it is within this context that I will examine
how the MNCs have effected the economic development of third world
nations taking Nigeria as a case study.
ISconstantine Viatsos, "Patents Revisited," Journal of Development
Studies (1973) p. 76.
THE ROLE OF MNCS IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
The Traditional Approach
The traditional economics maintains that MNCs are agents of
economic development in most of the third world nations. The
advantages are said to be a favorable impact on the balance of payments,
stimulation of capital formation, increase in gross national products
and the transfer of technologies. This viewpoint of the role of the
multinational corporations in less developed countries is a major
subject in E. Penrose's The Growth of Firms, Oil and the Middle East.^^
The book presents the article by Ms. Penrose entitled "MNC in Less
Developed Countries" that outlines the economics of the growth of
firms and the impact of foreign investment on developing nations.
Ms. Penrose states that "income expand rapidly in response to a high
rate of investment pursuant to government industrial development and
full employment policies.''^^ It is her contention that direct foreign
investment aids and facilitates economic development through the
stimulation of capital formation, induced domestic investment, rising
gross national product and domestic savings, in congruence with
suitable government policies. Her analysis contents that there are
two types of benefits realized from foreign investments: additional
Ifipenrose, "The Growth of Firms Middle East, Oil and Other Essays"




supplies, techniques of production and management, enterpreneurial
skill, new products and new ideas.Ms. Penrose states the benefits
of the development of subsidiaries and the improved productivity of
other resources will well outweigh the cost of balance of payment and
causal related problems.
Ms. Penrose makes only a brief reference in this section to the
political fear of exploitation and domination. She states that the
government fear of domination has led them to seek other forms of aid,
and by far, they have missed out on all of the benefits to be obtained
from private foreign investment. A broad conclusion of Ms. Penrose's
article is that the degree of benefits derived from MNCs operations
especially in petroleum exporting countries has been very high. The
problem for the host countries associated with these benefits have not
been minimal, but the benefits have not outweigh the cost. Ms. Penrose
is associated with the School of Orient!al and African Studies in
Nigeria and has lived in some of the developing areas under discussion.
Her analysis is complete but is tinged with an orthodox western
orientation. The vague notions of dominance and exploitation of host
countries by the MNC were practically overlooked. The conclusion to
be drawn from Ms. Penrose's analysis is that MNCs foster economic
development because of the benefits to be gained by industrialization.
l^Penrose, "The Growth of Firms Middle East, Oil and Other Essays"
(London: Frank Cass and Company, 1971) pp. 86-88.
l^ibid., p. 89.
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It is accepted by most economists that, in the long run, the unhindered
movement of goods and factors of production best serves the world's
economic interests and that of individual countries—though in certain
circumstances, and in the short run, certain constraints may be necessary
to protect economies against some of the vargaries of the free market.20
Thus John Dunning in The Multinational Enterprises takes the
traditional approach in analyzing the role of the multinational firms.
He views it as a consensus of economists that multinationals are
beneficial. In many ways his ideas are similar to Ms. Penrose's
but he attacks the problem in a different way.
It is generally agreed that the main benefits of inward
direct investment is that it offers a "package deal" of
complimentary factor inputs vs. knowledge, capital and
entrepreneurship. The cost are two fold: First the
price paid for these services, and secondly the control
of resources gained by the foreign owned firm which, for
reasons already given, may not be exercised to the
maximum benefit of host countries.21
Mr. Dunning argues well but one weakness of the argument is that he
did not analyze the extent to which the MNCs could have an effect on
the host countries economy if it did in fact decrease the productivity
of domestic firms and what the implicatons are of the monopoly power
of MNCs in developing courntries.
Still another economist put forth his analysis of the potential
role of the multinational corporations in third world countries.
His "benefits" are essentially similar to the previous two authors.




but Mr. Harry Johnson goes more in-depth Into the way in which MNCs
subsidiary operations are beneficial to host countries. He states
that the benefits consist of a "package" of cheap capital, advanced
technology, superior managerial ability, capital goods, intermediate
inputs and raw materials.22 The weakness of Mr. Johnson's analysis
is that he did not examine the impact of the MNCs if the host country
was not able to extract the value of the package deal. For example,
the effect upon domestic industries if superior efficiency in the
utilization of domestic resources by domestic enterprises was not
stimulated by the MNCs activities. What, then would be the implications
for the domestic economy and population.
Radical Approach
Traditionally, economic writers have attacked problems in much
the same way as the three previous writers. Our attention here is to
focus on what some of the radical writers have to say about the
multinationals and less developed countries in general. Paul Baran
define economic surplus as "the difference between total output and
the socially necessary cost of production and distribution of output."23
The contention then is the production and distribution of output under
capitalism is inherently irrational and wasteful. Therefore he contend
22Harry Johnson, "Economic Benefits of MNE" in Nationalism and
the Multinational Enterprises eds. H.R. Hahlo, J.C. Smith, and R.W.
Wright (New York: Oceana Publications, Inc., 1973) pp. 165-170.
23Benoamin Cohen, The Question of Imperialism (New York: Oceana
Publications, Inc., 1973) p. 105.
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effective demand at home must necessarily become increasingly
insufficient to absorb the economic surplus and so maintain full
employment. Imperialism abroad must result. This imperialism is
visible in the form of large multinational corporations.
According to Cohen, the class interest of these new
multinational corporations is to make their operating
universe as large and amenale as possible. Ultimately,
their aim is to dominate all of the world's market and
sources of raw materials—when necessary, they will
call in the support of their respective national
government.2A
History tends to support the contention of Cohen that periodically
the economy of capitalist countries stagnates into recessions or
depressions. But the idea of economic surplus is only one hypothesis
in explaining why this occurs.
Paul Baran, in The Political Economy of Growth, discusses the
cost benefit analysis of foreign enterprises in underdeveloped countries.
He says that the bulk of capital appropriated by foreign investment
is not spent locally but is transferred to the parent country. "It
thus adds to an even lesser extent to capital formation in the
underdeveloped areas than what accrues to the domestically owned
firms."25 Baran discusses the fact that very low pay rates are
accorded to the host countries labor force working in foreign
dominated industries. In general, he states that the majority of
2^Benjamin Cohen, The Question of Imperialism (New York: Oceana
Publications, Inc., 1973) p. 105.
25paul Baran, The Political Economy of Growth (New York: Harper
and Row, Inc., 1965) p. 110.
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the host country's "economic surplus" has been shipped to more
advanced countries primarily because of interest and dividends.
He then argues that MNCs presence in developing nations gives rise to
strengthening the fonn of merchant capitalism, where a few owners
amass wealth and thus prevent the transformation into industrial
capitalism. Mr. Baran culuminates his argument by stating that the
contemporary form of imperialism is conducted by monopolistic enterprises.
This leads according to him to the main task of modern imperialism: to
slow down and control the economic development of underdeveloped areas.
Mr. John K. Galbraith takes a different approach. Many, if not
all, of the radical writers views the multinational corporations as
the modern face of imperialism. Gailbraith contends "much of the
oratory is divorced from thought, and most of it is wrong."26 Further,
he says that the technostructure recreates itself in other countries
and in doing so, it follows its products to those countries. The
oligopolistic set of price serves well for firms that have roughlky
similar cost functions. A foreign firm with a lower cost function
might insist on prices below what domestic corporations deem
advantageous; and so forces the "technostructure" onto foreign countries
and domestic firms. Most of my thesis wil be based on the radical
approach which really points specifically to the impacts of the presence
of the MNCs in developing nations. Examples of such impacts will be
found in technology, finance, income and unemployment.
26john Galbraith, Economic of the Public Purpose (Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1973) p. 165.
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Muller discusses the financial contribution of the MNCs to LDCs.
According to Muller, the multinationals do not make a financial
contribution to less developed countries. He contends that there is
a net decrease in the amount of local savings that are being utilized
for the benefit of indigent consumers in local economies of LDCs.
Muller research also shows that in the manufacturing sector, much of
the foreign investments and finance come from local savings, Latin
America was the major example. He contends that seventy-eight percent
of MNCs foreign investment were financed from local savings. Of this
capital forty-six percent was used to buy out local existing firms
whose profits would otherwise be retained domestically and thus
contribute to local consumption and savings. It was found out that
from the date of acquisition, fifty-two percent of those profits leaves
the country by way of the multinationals resulting in a net decrease in
LDCs savings giving rise to the sporadic shortage of foreign exchange
in less developed countries.
J.N. Behrman, in Foreign Investment and Transfer of Knowledge and
Skills, discusses the impact MNCs have on unemployment. He contends
that the MNCs will use capital intensive and inappropriate technology
which it transfers from its parent country and company, but it will
also employ labor-savings management techniques and practices. This
will greatly affect LDCs level of employment since it is more labor
intensive than capital intensive the result being a high level of
unemployment for all less developed countries.
C. Cooper, in Science and Underdeveloped Countries, argues that
the key technologies for LDCs are somewhat different from those of
-20-
advance nation's and are not concentrated exclusively in multinational
firms. Cooper starts his analysis by pointing out that for the moment,
access to and ability to use computers and other advanced electronics
components are not critical to less developed countries development.
Technologies related to tropical agriculture, public utilities and
public works are needed. Given the fact that most MNCs in LDCs are
in relative old industries with stable and widely available technologies.
The most critical contribution that they can make is through transferring
software technologies. In other words, skills related to management,
accountancy, technicians, etc. by training and upgrading local nationals
and contributions to local education programs.
In summary, the behavior of the MNCs, according to him, leads to
products and marketing methods which are not appropriate to the needs
of LDCs's development. The LDCs need to have at their disposal
technical competence to identify and methods of influence that can
lead to the necessary changes. At this time, multinationals are not
providing either.
The impact of MNCs on income distribution was discussed by
John Dunning and R. Muller. Both authors have similar views on the
impact of MNCs on income distribution. They contend that capital is
replacing labor at a growing rate. The important question according
to them is who receives the income generated by capital resources.
Because many of LDC economies are capital intensive or capitalistic,
the owners of capital benefit from the income generated by those
resources. They point out that because in most cases, there are only
a small number of owners of capital, and because technology used
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generates a larger proportion of income from capital than labor, then
by definition, income distribution will be highly unequal. According
to them, they said that the major problem of most third world poverty
today resulted from distribution of capital. It is owned by only
a few people leaving the majority of the population in total poverty.
The rest of the chapters will focus on how the multinationals dominate
the economies of third world followed by a full analysis of its
impacts on the economic development.
CHAPTER II
SCOPE OF MULTINATIONALS IN NIGERIA - MANUFACTURING SECTOR
The multinational corporations occupies the most important sectors
of the Nigerian economy mainly mining, petroleum, manufacturing,
banking and finance, insurance, construction, distribution, transport¬
ation and agriculture. Their dominance is based either on sole foreign
proprietorship or on joint ventures with the Nigerian government. I
will therefore start with foreign domination of the manfacturing
sectors by the multinationals.
Although manufacturing accounts for just a small proportion of
the total gross national product, yet it has been growing rapidly
since the discovery of huge oil deposits in Nigeria. It accounted
for just 4.7 percent of the gross domestic product between 1974 and
1975. It was estimated that between 1963-1973, value added in the
manufacturing sector grew at an annual rate of ten percent.27 The
overall status of the multinational corporations is shown in Table II.
An aggregation of these industrial enterprises of Nationality of
owner and type of the commodity sold is given in Table III.
By looking at Table II we see that the total number of firms in
manufacturing is one hundred-eighty five. Out of the total, seventy-
four are one hundred percent foreign owned (representing forty
percent) While only twenty-two are owned by one hundred percent
private indigenes (representing twelve percent). Those with two or
27Bode Onimode, "Imperialism and the Multinatonal Corporations"
ed. in Decolonization and Dependency: Problems of Development in
Africa by A.Y. Yansane (1975) p. 147.
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more partners, all foreign, control eight percent. Two or more
partners, including government corporations eighteen percent, two
or more partners, including private Nigerians nine percent, three
or more partners including government and private Nigerians two
percent and those owned by only government corporations is ten percent.
Considering the number of enterprises by nationality of owners
and type of commodity sold, we see that out of a total of one hundred
twenty-three, one hundred two or eighty-four percent is owned by
foreign companies. This demonstrates the extent to which MNC dominates
the manufacturing sector in Nigeria.
Three of the biggest multinational corporations in this sector,
have activities which cut across other sectors of the Nigerian
economy. These are the United African Company (UAC), Lonrho (London
and Rhodesia) and Unilever. The ways in which they spread out into
other sectors are indicated in Table IV{A-C). The interlocking
structure of the directorates of these companies conforms to the
familiar pattern entrepreneurial connections. This complex
organizational form not only weaves the various multinationals in the
manufacturing sector into a formidable subsector of foreign power,
but also intricately interweaves the multinationals in other sectors
of the economy into this same structure constituting virtually a
foreign social system within Nigeria.
Looking at Table IV{A), we can see U.A.C. subsidiaries and
associates in Nigeria with regards to their authorized and shared
capital. The authorized capital is the amount of capital fixed
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TABLE II
OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE OF SOME MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES (1970)
NumberofEstablishments OneHundr dPercentForeig Owned TwoorM rePartne s AllForeign TwoorMorePartne s IncludingGovernment Corporations TwoorMorePartne s IncludingNigerians ThreeorMorePartn rs IncludingGovernmenta Nigerians OneHundr dPercent PrivateNigeri ns OneHundr dPercent GovernmentOwned
Biscuits 3 1 1 1
Mattresses 5 1 1 1 3 1
Bicycle Assembly 4 4 - - - - 1
Beer 6 - 4 - - 1 . -
Cement 5 - 1 3 2 - • 2
Concrete and Tiles 5 • 1 - 4 1 .. •
Pottery Products 8 2 - 1 2 1 - 1
Diary Products 4 1 - 1 - - 1 -
Furniture and Fixtures 10 7 1 1 2 - 1 -
Metal Products 21 8 1 9 - - -
Motor Vehicle Assembly 5 4 - 1 1 - 1 -
Paints and Varnishes. 6 4 1 - - - - -
Perfumes and Cosmetics 3 3 - -
Paper Products 3 3 • - - - - -
Pharmaceuticals 6 6 - - - 1 - -
Radio and to Assembly 3 1 - - - - - 3
Soft Drinks 12 4 1 1 2 - - -
Shoes 8 4 2 1 • -
Textiles 11 - - 8 - - -
Tobacco 2 1 4 1 1 - - 6
Tire Products 10 1 1 2 - - - 4
Boat Building 4 - - 2 - - 4 -
Soap 6 6 - - - - - -
Timber 19 4 - - 2 - 12 1
Total 185 74 15 34 17 5 22 18
Source: E.C. Edozien, "Linkages: Direct Foreign Investment and
Nigerian Economic Development," Journal of Economics and
Social Studies 10 (July 1968) p. 201.
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TABLE III
NUMBER OF ENTERPRISES BY NATIONALITY OF







Consumers Non-durables 46 32 14
Consumers Durables 9 6 3
Capital Equipment 12 10 2
Industrial Supplies 14 13 1
Goods for Export 1 1 0
Mixed Commodities 41 41 0
Total 123 103 20
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, 8
(December 1970) Table V, p. 20.
in the memorandum of association and articles of association of a
company as required by the company act. Issued capital is that part
of a company's capital that has been subscribed to by shareholders.
'
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Plywood 1952 2,500,000 2,500,000
Niger Motors 1931 2,000,000 2,000,000
Finets Corp., Ltd. 1935 300,000 300,000
6. Gottshalck 1937 700,000 700,000
U.A.C. Technical 1941 600,000 600,000
6.B. Olivet 1954 5,000,000 3,000,000
Pan Electric 1937 120,000 100,000
Kingsway Stoves 1959 4,000,000 . 3,000,000
Green Lam Plant 1961 200,000 160,000
A.J. Stewart 1961 300,000 300,000
African Cold Storage 1961 1,000,000 200,000
Bordpark, Ltd. 1962 1,000,000 800,000
Kingsway Chemist 1962 100,000 10,000
Premier Packaging 1965 200,000 90,000
Source: Daily Times of Nigeria, July 15, 1974, p. 9.
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TABLE IV (B)
LONRHO, LTD.: SUBSIDIARIES AND
ASSOCIATES IN NIGERIA
1. John Holt Properties (Nig.), Ltd.
2. African Properties Nigerian, Ltd.
3. John Holt, Ltd.




8. John Holt Shipping Services
9. West African Drugs
10. John Holt Rubber
11. P-S Mandrids and Company
12. Maduguric Oil Mills
13. Nigerian Net and Twist
14. Nigerian Security, Ltd.
15. Niger Traders
16. John Holt Investment
17. Nigerian Enamelware
18. Phoenix Motors
19. Pi to Industries
20. Kaduna Textiles
21. David Whitehead and Sons
22. Holt Transport
Source: Who Owns Whom: A Directory of Parents, Associates and




AND ASSOCIATES IN NIGERIA
1. African Timber and Plywoods
2. Boadpak, Ltd.







10. Morspin, Ltd. (Textiles)
11. G.B. Olivant
12. Parmol, Ltd.
13. U.A.C. of Nigeria (Holding Company)
14. U.A.C. Technical
Source: Who Owns Whom: A Directory of Parents, Associates and
Subsidiaries, United Kingdom edition (Unilever, 1975-1976.
THE FINANCIAL SECTOR
The multinational corporations until recently dominated the
banking, finance and insurance sectors in Nigeria. They dominated
the market for credit to commerce and so determined the pace of
development of these sectors. The multinational corporation always
hestitate to lend money to less developed countries like Nigeria
because of their limited assets and therefore more limited ability
to meet payments on borrowed assets within a short time period.
The multinational corporations will always prefer to lend money to
fellow expatriates firms operating in Nigeria than to offer credit
to the citizens of Nigeria.
The main foreign banks in Nigeria are the Standard Bank Ltd,,
Barclay's, Bank of America, International Bank of India and the Arab
Bank. These banks were established under British Colonial rules
and have been able to dominate because of its tremendous growth in
capital assets. These foreign banks will only serve the needs of
their large multinational corporations in Europe and America.
Table V illustrates the dominance of the banking industries by the
large multinationals. In current,.account deposits share held by
expatriates is 68.14 percent, savings is 72.28 percent, time deposits
is 67.87 percent, total deposits is 68.87 percent, and loans and
advances are 71.09 percent. Also looking at Table VI, one could
see the exported profits and dividends paid to their shareholders
in foreign countries. It once again illustrates their total dominance
-29-
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on financial sectors. Table VII illustrates major insurance companies
in Nigeria. All the foreign insurance firms hold at least fifty-one
percent equity which once again characterized their dominance.
TABLE V
LOANS AND DEPOSITS OF THE COMMERCIAL
















Current Accounts Deposits 1,266,819 863,230 403,889 68.14
Savings Account Deposits 521,306 376,836 144,470 72.28
Time Deposits 1,056,050 713,415 337,635 67.87
Total Deposits 2,839,175 1,953,481 885,694 68.87
Loans and Advances 1,475,613 1,049,159 426,543 71.09








1970 Nigerian Textile Mills 2.2 Million .38.4%
1971 Blackwood Hodge Ltd. 1.3 581.0%
1972 Nigerian Breweries 7.6 110.0%
1973 R.T. Brisco Ltd. 2.2 260%
1974 U.A.C. (Nig.) Ltd. 22.0 35.0%
Note: For each company the profit figure for the single year given
represents the profit trend for several years of operation.
Thus to get a rough idea of how much Nigeria has lost in the
export of economic surplus over a decade, we simply multiply
the profit figures by ten.














June 1970 American Life
Ins. U.S.A.
N57,304 (1973)








British Indians February 1970 British Indians
(India)
N150,000
Crusader Ins. April 1970 Crusader Ins.
(Britain)
.N50,000







June 1969 Crusader Ins.
(Britain)
N50,000





Mercury Ins. July 1966 Crusader Ins.
(Britain)
N200,000
Royal Exchange December 1969 Britain H50,000
Sun Ins. February 1969 Sun. Ins.
(Britain)
M500,000
New India Ins. Before 1968 India N25,000
Source; Bode Onitnode, "Imperialism and Multinational Corporations min.
(1976) p. 151.
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS IN MINING
There are a lot of important minerals in Nigeria. These minerals
are tin, marble, lead, zinc, limestone, gold and iron ore. The
British people were the first to exploit these minerals being the
first administration in Nigeria. The British Amalgamated tin mines
were established April 25, 1939 with a capital of H4 million
Their share capital grew to N7.9 million in 1973. Until recently,
all the mining sectors were owned by the British administration or
enterprises. The African Portland Cement, which was established
some few years ago, is a joint venture between the Nigerian government
and the multinationals. In all the mining sectors, the multinational
corporations owns about forty-eight percent foreign equity and the
remainder fifty-two percent is owned by the citizens excluding the
petroleum sector. Altogether, mining has harboured between thirty-six
and fifty-four percent of all foreign investment in Nigeria between
1962-1974 as Table VIII column one shows. This once again illustrates




CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ACTIVITY AS A (PERCENT)
OF ALL FOREIGN INVESTMENT
Mining Manu- Agricul- Trans- Build- Trading Miscell-
and fact- ture and port & ing & & Busi- aneous
Quarry- uring Forestry Common- Constr- ness
Year ing & Pro- ication uction Services+
cessing
1962 36.7 17.3 2.0 1.1 3.8 38.4 0.7
1963 36.1 19.1 1.9 1.0 4.2 37.2 0.5
1964 40.1 18.2 1.7 1.1 3.8 31.4 3.7
1965 43.7 17.5 1.5 1.5 5.3 24.6 4.9
1966 50.8 22.2 1.1 1.5 2.2 24.8 2.3
1967 45.9 20.0 1.2 1.1 2.5 24.8 2.3
1968 49.1 22.2 1.1 1.1 2.4 24.2 2.1
1969 44.2 22.4 1.3 1.3 2.5 26.2 2.3
1970 51.4 28.6 1.1 1.4 1.4 20.6 1.7
1971 52.4 28.2 1.2 0.9 1.2 14.1 1.5
1972 54.5 22.7 0.6 0.8 2.2 15.4 3.6
1973 54.5 23.2 0.4 0.6 2.6 16.7 4.0
1974* 45.1 28.7 1.1 1.2 3.5 17.7 2.5
Note: * = Provisional
+ = Corresponding to the distributive sector, including oil.
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, 6
Ibid., 14 (March 1976) p. 15. and December 1968.
MULTINATIONALS IN DISTRIBUTION
Nigeria's distributive sector was the first sector to be
exploited by foreign capital. This occurred during the period of
British colonial conquest and occupation. Until 1970, this sector
was second only to mining and quarrying as the most important domain
of foreign capital in the country (see Table VIII, columns six).
Under the theory of mutual benefits spelled out by free international
trade and foreign investment by participating countries, British
established a total barrier against other countries allowing it to
monolized Nigeria's import-export trade and the wholesale distribution
of goods imported into the cournty.
Various British trading firms—the Royal Niger Company, the
colonial forerunner of the present United African Company (U.A.C),
John Holt, G.B. Olivant and Kingsway, for example, established the
earliest trading post in Nigeria. These were predecessors of
multinational enterprise. Later, other imperialist countries like
France, West Germany, Italy and more recently the United States
and Canada invested in Nigeria; especially after norminal independence
in 1960. Such companies maintain warehouse and trading stores
throughout the country for the import of various manufactured products
and the wholesale distribution of such imports and locally manufactured
goods. In many cases, these (MNCs) also engaged in retail trade either
directly or indirectly. Their control of supplies allow them to




The multinationals appoint distributive or "factors" for both
imported manufacturing and those produced by the industrial foreign
enterprises. The products they handle includes vehicles, plant
machinery, textiles, electric appliances, food, beverages, and
drinks. Table IX indicates the total fixed capital expenditures
of MNC in distribution for 1970. Beginning in 1970, manufacturing
surpassed distribution to become the second dominant enclave of
foreign capital in Nigeria. Mining and quarrying retained its enclave
predominance for multinationals throughout 1962-1974.
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TABLE IX














Disposal Depreciation ValuetEndof FiscalYear AverageP rUnitNewAssets UsedAss ts NewAssets UsedAs ts
Retail, Total 504 41 - 4 28 513 51 3,438 222 25 21 574 3,090 258
Vehicles 23 37 3 13 44 4 85 144 3 16 62 155 13
Machinery and Equipment 79 4 - 1 6 76 8 756 47 - 5 223 575 48
Residential Buildings 186 * - 7 179 18 866 30 - 175 721 60
Other Buidings 215 - • • 2 213 21 1,588'- 1 22 • 95 1,516 126
Civil Engineering Works - - - »• •> - 13 - - 7 6 1
Land 1 - - - - - 129 - . .. 12 117 10
Average Per Unit (5o; (4) - - (3) (51) - (287) (19) (2) (2) (48) (258) -
Wholesale, Total 513 100 233 42 63 741 74 2,686 781 99 74 769 2,723 58
Vehicle 70 65 9 17 37 90 9 303 451 2 39 241 476 10
Machinery and Equipment 75 35 32 25 11 106 11 846 117 1 22 430 592 13
Residential Buidings 17 9 - 26 3 482 54 28 5 41 518 11
Other Buildings 290 - 146 13 423 42 1,011 79 68 8 56 1,094 23
Civil Engineering Works - - - - - - - - - - • - -
Land 61 - 37 - 2 96 10 44 - - - 1 43 1
Average Per Unit (5i; (10) (23] (4) (6) (74) - (57) (17) (2) (2) (16) (16) -
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, 8 (December 1970) p. 25.
MULTINATIONALS IN THE PETROLEUM SECTOR
The oil sector has been dominated by the multinational corporations
since independence in 1960. Today the oil sector represents about
ninety percent of Nigeria's foreign earnings and ninety-five percent
of state revenues. In sum, the oil sector represents 45.5 percent
of total gross domestic product while agriculture accounted for 23.4
percent. The foreign enterprises that dominated this sector includes
the Texaco Oil Company, Shell B.P., British Petroleum, Standard Oil
of California, Royal Dutch and Mobil Oil, all foreign. Table X shows
the major profits and assets of the various oil companies while
Table XI shows the daily oil output of the foreign companies. The
Nigerian government has only formal control on the multinationals in
the petroleum sector because Nigeria still depends on the marketing
subsidiaries of these companies for the import of petroleum products.
The existing refineries in Kaduna, Port-Harcourt, Warri and Sapele





ASSETS AND PROFITS OF MAJOR OIL COMPANIES, 1963
Company




Standard Oil (U.S.A.) 7,600 480
Royal Dutch (Shell B.P.) 6,600 360
Gulf (U.S.A. 2,400 240
Socony-Mobil (U.S.A.) 2,400 240
Standard Oil (California) 3,000 136
British Petroleum 2,400 200
C.F.P. (French) 1,800 130
Others 2,500 90
Source: S.A. Aluko and M.O. Ifere, "The Economics of Mineral Oil,"
Nigerian Journal of Eocnomics and Social Studies, 7
(July 1965) p. 210.
TABLE XI
DAILY OIL PRODUCTION OF MAJOR OIL CORPORATIONS, 1976









Source: Teresa Turner, "Notes on Nigerian Mineral Oil Industries"
(University of Ibadan), 1976, pp. 1-2.
MULTINATIONALS AND THEIR LINKS IN OTHER SECTORS
The multinationals are also present in agriculture, fishing,
forestry, building and construction, transportation and communication.
Table VIII document their presence in these sectors. In the
agricultural sector, the MNCs concentrated to plantation of Palm trees,
rubber, agro-allied industries and marketing products in export and
domestic markets. The major agro-allied industries are textiles,
sugar, paper pulp, palm oil, soap and margarine. In forestry, most
of the companies are owned by both the Nigerian government and foreign
enterprises as joint ventures. Their presence also could be felt in
the fishing sector because this foreign enterprise owns nearly all
the deep sea vessels in Nigeria.
Building and construction are also dominated by the MNCs. This
sector is a rapidly growing sector due especially to massive, harbor
and building construction programs started following the Civil War.
The foreign enterprises that dominated this sector include Julius
Berges and Dumez of West Germany, Soleb Boney of Israel and Capper
of Italy, etc. It was estimated that the multinationals handled over
NIO billion worth of civil engineering contracts in Nigeria since
1976 alone. The distribution of building contractor between Nigerians
and expatriates was two to nineteen, three to twenty-nine, three to
thirty-eight and three to thirty-nine respectively from 1963 to 1966
for contracts of over N200,000.
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Transportation and communication is also dominated by
multinationals. Shipping is controlled by the West African Conference
Lines, which carries fifty-three percent of total traffic between
the United Kingdom and West Africa. On the other hand, the
government owned National Shipping Line, established in 1961, controls
barely ten percent of the country's shipping.
There are several air transports that operate in Nigeria.
Among them only one is owned by the government--the Nigerian Airlines.
Others are owned and controlled by the multinationals such as Pan
American, Dutch Lufthansa, British Caldeonia, Swiss Air Line, and
Sabena Air Afrique. Their relative size and efficiency allowed them
a tremendous advantage over domestic airlines.
Road transportation is controlled by MNC's supplying machinery
such as trucks, tractors, buses, tankers and the provision of
consulting services. In communication, I.T.T., a U.S. corporation,
is already established in Nigeria as a major transnational corporation.
The overall picture of the flow of foreign monopoly capital is shown
in Table XIII by nationality. Looking at the above table, one can
see that the multinationals expatriate more capital than they bring
into the country. The remaining chapter will mainly focus on the




MULTINATIONALS IN NIGERIAN FORESTRY 1976








Huskin Estate, Ltd. Commonwealth Development
Corporations hold One-
third of share capital
Ca. N2,000,000






Savannal Sugar Co. C.D.C., Federal Government
and North East Government
N35,000,000





C.D.C., Britain and South
Eastern State Government
----




FLOW OF FOREIGN CAPITAL BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (N MILLION) 1976







Out In Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In Net
Year Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow
1961 32.8 5.2 27.6 14.4 2.6 11.8 13.6 1.8 11.8 3.4 3.4 64.2 9.6 54.6
1962 16.8 11.0 5.8 9.0 1.0 8.0 15.2 1.4 13.8 8.8 1.0 7.8 49.8 14.4 35.4
1963 45.8 11.8 34.0 13.4 2.6 10.8 28.8 2.0 26.8 4.4 0.2 4.2 92.4 16.6 75.8
1964 99.4 43.4 56.0 32.8 2.8 30.0 36.2 5.6 30.6 13.6 4.2 9.4 182.0 56.0 126.4
1965 105.6 63.6 42.0 39.6 2.2 37.4 47.8 27.2 20.6 13.0 3.6 9.4 206.0 95.6 110.4
1966 101.0 49.8 51.2 16.2 1.8 14.4 47.4 20.2 27.2 9.2 3.2 6.0 173.8 75.0 98.8
1967 33.4 41.6 -8.2 59.4 3.0 56.4 9.8 10.4 -0.6 4.4 8.6 -4.2 107.0 63.6 -43.4
1968 68.0 27.2 0.8 18.8 0.4 18.4 11.6 5.8 5.8 8.0 - 8.0 106.4 33.4 73.0
1969 36.2 46.0 09.8 56.2 54.2 2.0 39.4 14.8 24,6 18.8
'
4.0 14.8 150.6 119.0 31.3
1970 94.6 47.2 47.4 74.6 48.2 26.4 53.0 28.4 29.6 23.8 5.6 18.2 251.0 129.7 121.3
1971 207.0 59.6 147.4 151.4 44.0 107.4 92.6 56.4 36.2 38.4 10.0 28.4 489.6 170.0 319.6
1972 236.0 58.3 177.7 17.1 67.8 -50.7 150.9 44.9 106.0 28.8 13.5 15.3 432.8 184.5 248.3
1973 265.8 174.6 91.2 174.3 153.0 21.3 91.7 43.5 48.2 46.9 14.1 32.8 577.8 385.2 192.6
1974 119.7 147.8 -28.1 159.0 -7.9 166.9 128.0 44.6 83.4 24.0 39.7 515.7 458.8 458.8 48.3
Source; Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, 6 (December 1968) p. 11 and Ibid., 14
(March 1976) p. 15.
CHAPTER III
THE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS AND
UNDERDEVELOPMENT OF THIRD WORLD NATIONS
There have been two remarkable things that have taken place in
less developed nations since twenty years ago. The first phenomenon
is that the lives of most third world nations have not improved over
the last twenty years or so. This is reflected in the statistical
findings on the growing unemployment, inequality in the distribution
of income and the fact that from forty to sixty percent of the
population of less developed nations has decreased in consumption
28
both realtively and absolutely for the past twenty years or so.
The second remarkable event that has occured is that presence of
the multinational corporations in less developed nations. The central
characteristics of the multinational corporations, as said earlier,
are that their main objective and aspiration are to make profits
through the establishments of subsidiaries in most or all over third
world nations in which Nigeria is a part. The objective of this chapter
is to investigate the impact of the multinational corporations on the
development of the third world nations with a specific focus on
Nigeria. Because of the structure of available data for Nigeria, it
is not always possible to make conclusive statement concerning the
impact of the MNCs on its development. However, where such limitations
exist, an attempt is made to supplement the analysis with general data
pg
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on third world nations. It is often said that the multinationals make
a fundamentally important technological contribution to the development
of third world nations. In what follows, this and other issues will
be discussed to determine their validity.
One of the major problems in less developed countries today is
the absence of a set of institution to control and regulate the
power of the multinational corporations. No matter where we look at
either legal institutions, organized labor or the financial sectors,
one will find that the bargaining power of the MNCs to make or
maximize profits is greater in the LDCs than in rich countries. In
trying to assess the power of the multinational corporations, one
has to look at the source of technology and secondly the sources of
investment financing. Concentrated control of technology is a highly
affective means of establishing oligopoly power over the market place.
This restricts the development of local competition and permit an
enormous rate of profits, the most majority of which leaves the
country of less developed nations.
Foreign as opposed .to local control of technology does indicate
actual degree of control in the hands of a few foreign corporations.
For example in Columbia, in the pha;rmaceutical, synthetic fiber and
chemical industries, ten percent of all patent holders own sixty
29
percent of all patent and they are all foreign MNCs.
pQ
Constantine Vaitsos, "Patent Revisited: Their Function in
Developing Countries," The Journal of Development Studies (1973)
p. 76.
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It is also well understood that in almost all LDCs there is not
enough local savings to finance productive investment because most
of the savings leaves the country by way of the MNCs. Also most
rich people of which they are few compared to the total population
channel part of their savings out through the MNCs known as capital
flight. All these makes or create financial difficulties for most
third world nations because the outflow of finance far exceed or is
greater than the inflows. I will now turn my attention to the
various impacts the MNCs have on the development of the third world
nations, especially Nigeria.
IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL DEPENDENCY
IN DEVELOPING NATIONS
Nigeria, as well as many third world nations, are in a stage of
development or industrialization which are similar to that that of
Europe, Japan, France and the United States. The industrialization
is similar in terms of the output of industry, mechanical technology
advancement and human technical skills needed to carry out the process
in an industrial society. The source of technology thus becomes an
important issue. Less developed nations are almost entirely dependent
on foreign sources for technology especially North America and Japan.
Table XIV through XVIII document the need and sources of technology.
In 1975, the United Nations Department of Economics published
their findings on the main characteristics of national and international
patents. A major findings of the survey was that the participation
of LDCs in shaping as well as in the operation of international patents
remained minimal. For example, in Table XIV, only six percent
(roughly 200,000) of the 3.5 million patents in existence are owned
30
by less developed courntries. Of the patents granted by developing
countries, about eighty-four percent or some 170,000 are owned by
MNCs. The patents held by MNCs iri less developed nations are
extremely underutilized. Only five to ten percent of the 170,000
patents have been used in the production process in LDCs. The
utilization rate in conjunction with extreme monopoly of patents by
MNCs has a tremendous adverse impact on industrialization of LDCs.
on
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Also Table XV and XVI show the extent of MNCs ownership of
patents granted. This ownership illustrates the absolute dependency
of third world nations including Nigeria on foreign technology.
When the number of patents is measured by their economic or technological
value, i.e., the volume of sales or value added, most third world
nations tend to find that the weighted patents belonging to citizens
account for a fraction of one percent of all total patents issued by
31
such countries. Looking at Table XV, it is apparent that the extent
of ownership of patents by MNCs in Chile has increased tremendously.
In the process, domestic firms have either been absorbed by the
multinationals or must resort to the "licensing" of their technology
as is the case today in Latin American.
Another impact of the extreme technology dependency of Nigeria is
that the payment for the transfer of technolgy as a percentage of
6.N.P., generally exceeds that of other rapidly developing third
world countries. For example, in 1965 Nigeria paid a total of $33.8
million for technology. Its G.D.P. (gross domestic product) was
$4.7 billion. The payment for transfer technology as a proportion
of G.D.P. was 0.72 percent. Based on the available data, the only
country to exceed this ratio was Mexico with .74 percent (see Table
XVII and XVIII). Table XVII illustrates the growth rate of G.D.P.
for 1963-1965 period. This data indicates that Nigeria had the most
unfavorable ratio of all countries cited.
Valtsos, "Patents Revisited: Their Function in Developing
Countries, Journal of Development Studies, 1973, p. 74.
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TABLE XIV
PATENTS HOLDINGS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES BY OWNERSHIP AND USE, 1972





Developing Countries 200 6




Held by Nationals 30 16
Held by MNCs of which. 170 84
Used 10- 20 5-10
Not Used 150-100 90-95
Source: The Role of Patents System in the Transfer of Technology to
Developing Nations (U.N. Publicaion) Department of Economics
and Social Affairs (1975) p. 41.
TABLE XV
PERCENTAGE OF PATENTS REGISTERED IN CHILE 1970









PATENTS GRANTED TO MNCS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL PATENTS GRANTED 1973
Industrial Countries Developing Countries
U.S.A. 15.75 India 89.38
Japan 34.14 Turkey 91.73
West Germany 37.14 Pakistan 95.75
United Kingdom 47.60 Ireland 96.51
France 29.36
Source: Statistical Informations Appearing in United Nations
"The Role of Patents in the Transfer of Technology to
Developing Nations," cited in Valtsos's "Patent
Revisited: Their Function in Developing Countries,"
The Journal of Development Studies (1973) p. 73.
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TABLE XVII
PAYMENTS BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FOR THE TRANSFER
OF TECHNOLOGY AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO GNP AND EXPORTS
Payment tor Transfer of
Technology for Payment for Transfer
Most Patents, Management of Technology as
Country Recent Licenses, and Other Proportion of
and Region Year Know-how & Technical Total G.D.P.Available Trademarks Services G.D.P.
Latin America
(Millions of Dollars) (Billionsof Dollars)
Percent
Argentina 1970 70.5 45.3 115.8 23.4 0.49
Brazil 1970 -- 104.0 35.3 0.29
Chile 1969 8.2 — (8.2) 6.1 0.13
Columbia 1966 — — 26.7 5.4 0.49
Mexico 1968 — -- 200.0 27.1. 0.74
Peru 1971 9.9 1.1 11.0 5.8*" 0.19
Venezuela 1966 14.8 -- (14.8) 8.8 0.17
Sub-total — — (480.5) 111.9 0.43
Africa
Nigeria 1965 19.0 14.8 33.8 4.7 0.72
Asia
India 1969 6.4 43.2 49.6 49.1 0.1
Indonesa 1968 25.0 — (25.0) 11.0 0.23
Iran 1970 1.7 1.6 3.3 11.2 0.03
Israel
Republic of
1961-65 1.6 2.3 3.9 2.6 0.15
Korea 1970 2.1 — (2.1) 8.1 0.03
Pakistan 1965-70 2.1 (100) (102.1) 14.5 0.7
Sri Lanka 1970 • 0.1 9.2 9.3 2.2 0.42





Spain 1970 81.6 52.2 133.8 32.4 0.41
Turkey 1968 — — 49.1 12.6 0.39
Yugoslavia 1970 5.4 — (5.4) 12.3 0.04
Sub-total — — (190.9) 63.7 0.3
TOTAL, Excluding
Southern Europe — — 709.6 215.3 0.33
TOTAL, Including
Southern Europe -- — 900.5 279.0 0.32
Source: Nabil Fatani, unpublished thesis, UNCTAD, Major Issues Arising from




RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCREASE IN PAYMENTS FOR TRANSFER OF
TECHNOLOGY, MANUFACTURING OUTPUT AMO G.O.P. FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES
Annual Average Relationships of










Country Period Initial End (P.T.T.) Real 3 Divided
Year Year G.D.P. by Column 5)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Developing Millions of Percent Per Year Ratios
Countries Dollars
Nigeria 1963-65 13.8 33.8 55.5 4.0 13.9
Korea 1967-70 0.7 2.1 43.0 12.5b 3.4
(Repb. of)
Sri Lanka 1965-70 2.0 9.2 36.0 3.9 9.2
Argentia 1965-70 35.1 115.8 26.9 3.9C 6.9
Brazil 1965-69 42.5 91.0 20.9 6.2 3.4
India 1959-69 12.9 49.6 15.2 9.2® 1.7
Mexico 1953-68 14.7 120.0 15.0 6.79 2.2





Turkey 1964-68 6.2 49.1 65.5 6.6 9.9
Yugoslavia 1965-70 0.6 5.4 50.5 5.3c 9.5
Ireland 1963-69 0.2 2.2 49.0 4.3 11.4
Greece 1959-66 0.7 2.6 19.8 9.4b 2.1
Spain 1965-69 79.9 133.0 13.6 6.5 2.1
Source: Fatani, Nabil, UNCTAD, Major Issues Arising from the Transfer
of Technology to Developing Countries (New York: U.N.
Publication, 1975).
IMPACT ON FINANCE
Of great importance in assessing the investment financing aspect
of the particular industrialization process described earlier is the
high cost of technology which is used. It was argued that the LDCs
were not able to generate enough savings to finance hugh or purchase
foreign technology to implement investment projects. Also it was
argued that nearly all the nations of the developing nations do not
have enough foreign exchange and so there exist a shortage of domestic
savings to meet the investment needs of the LDCs.
After thorough investigation, one sees that the argument does
not hold when we look at Table XIX which shows that only seventeen
percent of total finance capital used by the MNCs comes from local
savings. Between 1957-1970, the figure decreased to nine percent.
If we look at the finance capital being used by the MNCs in manufacturing,
we could see that thirty-eight percent comes from local sources largely
32
reinvested earnings, and forty percent from local capital markets.
The economic of the above analysis is that they were generated by
resources. In the case of the LDCs, most of the earnings will remain
in the country but it is not so with the MNCs subsidiary. The MNCs
will repatriate all portions of their profits and so will not be for
the investment of local citizenry. This can be supported by the fact
that between 1960-1966, the MNCs repatriated about seventy-nine percent
32
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of all their net profits from the LDCs. Taking Latin America as a
typical example to all LDCs in manufacturing, profits repatriated
oq
between 1960-1968 ranges from forty-two percent to fifty-two percent.
For every dollar net profit made by MNC subsidiary, fifty-two percent
leaves the country even though seventy-eight percent of the investment
fund used was or comes from local savings (see Table XIX). Looking
at Table XIX proves that despite the fact that most of the savings
comes from local, only twenty-one percent of profit remains in local
savings.
Though there is no data available specifically for Nigeria
showing the origin of capital. Table XX sheds some light on the
inflow and outflow of capital. One sees that the financial outflows
far exceeds the inflows resulting in a decrease in the amount of
local savings in LDCs economy.
Another impact resulting from finance is that the multinational
corporations are buying out local or domestic firms. Studies have
shown that between the year 1958-1968 the United States multinationals
established 1,309 subsidiaries. Of 1,136 of the total subsidiaries,
477 or thirty-six percent were formed by buying out local enterprises;
of 642 new subsidiaries, 503 or forty-five percent of the total 1,309
were for new production with the other 139 established as sales
subsidiaries. For the 717 known new manufacturing subsidiaries, 331
33
Farnondo Fajnzylber, Estrategia Industrial Y Empressa Internocionales
Posicion Relativa de America Y Brazil (Rio De Jenerio, Cepal, November
1970) p. 59.
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or forty-six percent did not establish new production but rather
purchased existing domestic firms.^^
TABLE XIX
PERCENTAGE OF U.S. MNC GROSS INVESTMENT IN LATIN AMERICA
FINANCE FROM LOCAL VERSUS FOREIGN SAVINGS
Origin of Finance Capital
A B C D







Latin America 17 59 24 83
Mining and Smelting 8 78 14 92
Petroleum 13 79 8 87
Manufacturing 22 38 40 78
The original "local, host country" as local and third countries since
the participation of third countries is such a small part, have omitted
the designation to avoid misleading.
Source: Fernanda Fagnzylber, Industrial Empressas Intenacionales:
Position Relativa de America 7 Brazil (Cepal November 1971).
The implicatons of the financial contribution of the MNCs to
LDCs are clear. In the manufacturing sector of Latin America, one
sees that seventy-eight percent of MNCs foreign investments are
^^J.D. Vaupel and J.P. Curhan, "The Making of MNCs (Boston, Harvard
Business School, 1969) pp. 254-265.
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TABLE XX
FLOW OF FOREIGN CAPITAL BY COUNTRY OR ORIGIN (N MILLION)





Out In Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In Net
Year Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow FI ow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow Flow
1961 32.8 5.2 27.6 14.4 2.6 11.8 13.6 1.8 11.8 3.4 3.4 64.2 9.6 54.6
1962 16.8 11.0 5.8 9.0 1.0 8.0 15.2 1.4 13.8 8.8 1.0 7.8 49.8 14.4 35.4
1963 45.8 11.8 34.0 13.4 2.6 10.8 28.8 2.0 26.8 4.4 0.2 4.2 92.4 16.6 75.8
1964 99.4 43.4 56.0 32.8 2.8 30.0 36.2 5.6 30.6 13.6 4.2 9.4 182.0 56.0 126.0
1965 105.6 63.6 42.0 39.6 2.2 37.4 47.8 27.2 20.6 13.0 3.6 9.4 206.0 95.6 110.4
1966 101.0 49.8 51.2 16.2 1.8 14.4 47.4 20.2 27.2 9.2 3.2 6.0 173.8 75.0 98.8
1967 33.4 41.6 -8.2 59.4 3.0 56.4 9.8 10.4 -0.6 4.4 8.6 -4.2 107.0 63.6 -43.4
1968 68.0 27.2 0.8 18.8 0.4 18.4 11.6 5.8 5.8 8.0 — 8.0 106.4 33.4 73.0
1969 36.2 46.0 -9.8 56.2 54.2 2.0 39.4 14.8 24.6 18.8 4.0 14.8 150.6 119.0 31.3
1970 94.6 47.2 47.4 74.6 48.2 26.4 53.0 28.4 29.6 23.8 5.6 18.2 251.0 129.7 121.3
1971 207.0 59.6 147.4 151.4 44.0 107.4 92.6 56.4 36.2 38.4 10.0 28.4 489.6 170.0 319.6
1972 236.0 58.3 177.7 17.1 67.8 -50.7 150.9 44.9 106.0 28.8 13.5 15.3 432.8 184.5 248.3
1973 265.8 174.6 91.2 174.3 153.0 21.3 91.7 43.5 48.2 46.9 14.1 32.8 577.8 385.2 192.6
1974 119.7 147.8 -28.1 159.0 -7.9 166.9 128.0 44.6 83.4 24.0 39.7 515.7 458.8 458.8 48.3
Source: Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, 6 (December 1968) p. 11 and Ibid.,
14 (March 1976) p. 15.
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financed from local savings. This financial capital, forty-six
percent is used to buy out locally controlled firms whose profits
would have remained in local savings. But from the date of acquisition,
some fifty-two percent of the profits leaves the country by way of
the multinationals resulting in a net decrease in the LDCs savings.
With the above analysis and result, it is not possible to see how the
MNCs financial practices in less developed countries could assist to
alleviate underdevelopment.
IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT
In 1960, according to the United Nations estimates, twenty-seven
percent of the population of all third world nations were unemployed.
By 1970, the United Nation's estimates had gone above thirty percent.
The major issue relating to these statistics is whether or not there
is a chance that this problem can be eased in the future. An
underlying cause of the unemployment crises rest in the specific
industrialization process being utilized to bring on economic growth.
The important impact of this process was mentioned earlier, namely
that practically all technology in LDCs comes from and controlled
by foreign sources. There is another important impact of the
industrialization process and the technology it necessitates.
Technology transferred to the third world countries by the multinational
corporations was designed for resource conditions of advanced indust¬
rialized countries where there is an abundance of capital and a
relative scarcity of labor. Stated differently, this technology is
not capable of absorbing labor because it was designed to do the
opposite, which is labor savings and capital using. For example.
Table XX shows that for almost all of the LDCs, including Nigeria,
the growth of manufacturing output outgrew employment by a factor of
four to one. This is because technology is not capable of absorbing
a significant amount of labor. In other worlds, the processes of
more intensive capital for labor in the technology transferred by MNCs
is one of the prime courses of unemployment in Nigeria. In Latin America,
-58-
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the total output of manufacturing industries increased its share
of national product from eleven percent in 1925 to twenty-five
percent in 1970. But the percentage of the working population
which is employed decreased from 14.4 to 13.8 percent in the same
period of time. This indicates that the multinational corporations
eliminates more jobs than they create.
TABLE XXI




















Costa Rica 5.9 2.8
Source: David Morawetz, "Employment Implications of Industrialization
in Developing Countries," Economic Journal 84 (September 1974).
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Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), Socio-economic Progress
in Latin America (Washington, D.C., 1971), Thorbake, Employment and
Output, op. cit. p. 10.
IMPACT ON INCOME
In discussing the relationship between MNCs technology and
income distribution in LDCs, it is important to note that capital is
replacing labor at a growing rate. Who receives the income generated
by capital sources becomes an important issue. Many LDCs economics,
including Nigeria, are based on the legal foundations of capitalism.
Thus owners of capital resources receive income generated by these
resources. If there are a few owners of capital and where technology
use generates a larger proportion of inocme from capital than labor,
then income distribution will be unequal. Additionally, where there
is a rapid change in saving techniques and where capitalist institutions
are not modified, then again income distribution will be more unequal
over time. This is another dimension of the growing poverty in LDCs,
namely the impact of the modern technology of the MNCs on the income
LDCs.
For example, in the 1950s in Latin America countries, the ratio of
individual's income of the richest twenty percent to individual's
the poorest twenty percent was about ten to one. By middle 1970s, the
ratio grew to about seventeen to four.^® ™ltinational
corporations transfer of technology contributed to the richest five,
ten and twenty percent of the population leaving about eighty percent
of the population in extreme poverty.
qc
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National Response to MNCs
Because of the various adverse impacts the MNCs had on the development
of Nigeria, there was a mounting mass struggle for national economic
independence after the civil war. Thus General Gowan's regime had no
choice but to offer concessions. This led to the indigenization decree.
The 1972 decree lists twenty-two small scale enterprises in
Schedule I that are to be reserved for Nigeria's and thirty-three more
in Schedule II in which Nigerians must have forty percent equity
participation. In 1977, Schedule I was raised to seventeen and Schedule
II to nineteen with participation by Nigerians raised to sixty percent
equity. Moreover, there is now a new Schedule III starting March 31,
37
1978 and embracing other enterprises not in Schedule I and II.
These decrees are meant to control the activities of the multinationals.
However, in spite of these controls, Nigeria still excercises little
power over the multinationals activities because a relatively small
percentage has complied with the decree as the following passages
testify.
From available statistics, a total of about 950 existing firms,
excluding exemptions, were affected by the decree of 1972 which under
one hundred percdnt indigenization (Schedule II). As of June 30, 1975,
only fifty-eight percent of Schedule I enterprises and eighty-nine
percent of Schedule II had provisionally complied. Confirmed cases
of compliance after proper inspection number only 314 as of June 30, 1975;
37
Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Board, Nigerian Enterprises
Promotion Decree 1972 (Lagos: NEPB, 1973) pp. 9-10.
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that is only thirty-three percent. Defaulters have, up to the time
of this report 1976, not been brought to book-two years after the
38
original appointed day of June 31, 1976.
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Federal Republic of Nigeria: Views on the Report of Industrial
Enterprises Panal (Lagos: Ministry of Information, 1976) pp. 8-11.
CONCLUSION
Chapter I of the thesis explained the method of operation and
structure of the MNCs in third world countries. We we able to
identify three types of structures. These are the parent dominant
subsidiary subservient type of enterprise which is organized in such
a way as to insure that internation activities enhance the efforts of
the firms in its major market in the parent country. The second type
of structure can be likened to an international holding company in
which the various subsidiaries operate with degree of automony. The
third type of multinational organization is the integrated enterprise.
In this type of structure the potential for clashes with host states
interest is great. Each of these three types of structures has
different implications for the functioning of a third world economy.
Secondly, the advantages and disadvantages of the presence of
MNCs were discussed. It was found that overall, the MNCs have a
tremendous adverse impact on the development of the Nigerian economy
which stems from their almost absolute dominance of all key sectors.
Generali, MNC are significantly responsible for producing a growing
income inequality, supplying inappropriate products, therefore
stimulating inappropriate consumption patterns., and also contribution
to instability in third world government.
In considering the impact of the MNC on the Nigerian economy, it
v/as demonstrated that every major economic sector is completely
dominated by the multinationals. These sectors include manufacturing.
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banking and insurance, petroleum, construction, transport,
communication and mining. This domination has had the effect of
eliminating domestic competition, increasing unemployment, lowering
the national rate of savings and investment and increasing the extent
of technological dependency. It is in this regard that the MNC in
Nigeria has been judged to have an adverse impact on Nigerian economic
development.
The disastrous impact of this stifling domination is an
appropriation of the country's national economic surplus, which
perpetuates the underdevelopment of the country and furthers the
widening gap between it and the imperialist sources of foreign monopoly
capital. The collective consequence of the MNCs investment domination
has been manifested in persistant more poverty, starvation, inflation
and widening unemployment.
Ambivalent nationalist measures such as indigenization have so
far proved ineffective by design and logic against the multinational
corporations. This underlines the critical urgency of a revoluntionary
solution. This solution must like the policy of nationalization with
one aimed at socialization of all multinationals with the framework
of effective structural disengagement from world capitalism and; the
socialist restructuring fo Nigerian institutions.
APPENDIX A
NIGERIAN ENTERPRISES PROMOTION DECREE, 1972
Schedule I: Enterprises Reserved Exclusively for Nigerians
1. Advertising and public relations business
2. Pool betting businesses and lotteries
3. Assembly of radios, record changers, television sets and
other electric domestic appliances
4. Blending and bottling of alcholic drinks
5. Blocks, bricks, titles manufacturing for building and construction
6. Bread and cake making
7. Candle manufacture
8. Casinos and gaming centers
9. Cinemas and other places of entertainment
10. Clearing and forwarding agencies
11. Hairdressing
12. Haulage of goods by road
13. Laundry and dry cleaning
14. Jewelry and related articles




17. Municipal bus services and taxis
18. Radio and television broadcasting





Schedule II: Enterprises Barred to Aliens Under Certain Conditions
(Forty Percent Equity Participation of Nigerians)
1. Beer brewing
2. Boat building
3. Bicycle and motorcycle tire manufacture
4. Bottling soft drinks
5. Coastal and inland waterways shipping
6. Construction industries
7. Cosmetics and perfume
8. Department stores and supermarkets
9. Distribution agencies for machines and technical equipment
10. Real estate agency
11. Furniture making
12. Insecticides and fungicides
13. Internal air transport
14. Manufacture of bicycles
15. Manufacture of matches
16. Manufacture of metal containers
17. Paints, varnishes and similar articles
18. Detergents and soaps
19. Distribution of motor vehicles and spare parts
20. Manufacture of walltes, briefcases and suitcases






Soruce: Nigerian Enterprises Decree, 1972 (Lagos: NEPB, 1973)
pp. 9-10.
APPENDIX B
Industrial Enterprises Panel 1976
Addition to Existing Schedule I
1. Cosmetics and perfume manufacture
2. Supermarkets having annual revenue of less than two million niaras
3. Distribution agencies, excluding motor vehicles, equipment and
spare parts
4. Real estate agencies
5. Furniture making
6. Manufacture of briefcases, handbags, wallets and suitcases
7. Passenger bus services of any kind
8. Poultry farming
9. Printing of stationary (when not associated with books)
10. Slaughtering, storing and meat processing
11. Travel agencies







Addition to Existing Schedule II
1. Supermarkets having annual revenues of more than two million niaras
2. Banking: commercial and development banking
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3. Insurance: all classes
4. Basic iron and steel manufacture




9. Pulp and paper mills
10. Plantation sugar and processing
11. Salt refinery and packaging
12. Construction industries
13. Plantation agriculture for tree crops, grains and cash crops
14. Textiles manufacture
15. Internal air transportation
16. Oil milling and crushing industries
17. Distribution and service of motor vehicles and spare parts
18. Literages
Wholesale distribution of imported goods19.
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